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A new color scheme
of dark shingles and
white trim updated
this classic cottage.

before

Have a house with great bones but no style? Follow
architect Jeremy Corkern’s advice on color and scale

T

he love between homeowner
David Ringelstein and his
Birmingham cottage was, from
the start, both instant and
all-encompassing, but it wasn’t
blind. “The outside was missing something,”
he says. David knew something was off, but
he needed a professional to translate. Enter
Jeremy Corkern, a local architect known
for his loyalty to original architecture and
impeccable attention to detail. Jeremy validated
David’s gut instinct. “The bones of the house
were good, but it had no detail or dimension
to it,” Jeremy explains of the 1940s Cape Cod.
“It was like they built the shell and then just
quit.” Initially, David suspected a porch and
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steps would do the trick.
Jeremy nixed that idea,
explaining they wouldn’t mesh with the style
or proportions of the house. “David’s original
vision was more French château,” he says.
Instead, what was needed, Jeremy says, was
a series of exterior layers: a new paint palette,
shutters, fencing, and landscaping. “We were
talking about mainly cosmetic changes, but
they would bring dimension, proportion,
height, weight, light, and shadow where
there was none before,” Jeremy says. The
architectural tweaks made a discernible
difference. “The house has a draw to it now,”
says David. “It’s so warm and approachable;
it almost makes you want to rush up to it.”

What They Did

• 	Swapped out and
added shutters
• 	Replaced the front
door
• 	Reversed the palette,
for dark siding and
light trim
• Planted hydrangeas and
boxwood borders
• 	Upgraded gates and
fencing
• 	Laid a stone pathway

By Shaila Wunderlich

Top: Laurey w. Glenn; Styling: Matthew Gleason; before: courtesy homeowner
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take the FENCE to new heights

David’s new front gate and fence are more substantial
versions of the house’s previous ones. Although the
Colonial style isn’t a period-perfect match to David’s Cape
Cod home, it still works because of the hefty scale. “When
you get proportions right, you can mix and match with
eras and styles,” Jeremy says. To create a sense of layered
depth, he suggests installing a fence in the middle of the
yard rather than at the sidewalk.

get the SHUTTERS right

The house’s original shutters were strictly cosmetic—a pet
peeve to many architects. “You can spot them from a mile
away,” Jeremy says. “They’re thin, nailed on, and sometimes
don’t match the size of the opening they’re supposed to
cover.” David’s new shutters, including sets on the upstairs
dormers, are fully functional. tip: The width, length, hinges,
thickness, and louver style of a shutter should be proportionate to the window it adorns. Jeremy recommends
consulting professionals and viewing homes with similar
architecture when deciding on your own shutters.

Take It from Jeremy

Jeremy Corkern
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1.

2.

3.

4.

Start by
taking away.
“If shutters aren’t
sized correctly for
window openings,
take them down.
It’s better to have
nothing than something incorrect.”

Install a single
post lantern.
“It gives the house
more interest, adds
dimension, and can
even eliminate the
need for lighting
at the door.”

Don’t be afraid
of the dark.
“Dark colors mask
a world of sins.
Painting a house in all
dark tones helps
make flaws in scale,
architecture, and
materials go away.”

Focus on the
front door.
“Even if it’s something
as simple as a coat of
paint. Think outside
the box—try a
boxwood green
or a monochromatic
white on white.”

Laurey w. Glenn; Styling: Matthew Gleason

Kick up your home’s curb appeal with these easy ideas.
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create a sense of symmetry

Flanking the front door with shutters ties the entry to the
rest of the facade and establishes it as the house’s focal
point. The custom door was built with plenty of windows
to help compensate for the removal of an original transom.
Jeremy antiqued the door and stained it a warm dark brown
so it would pop against the neutral color of the shingles.

forge a new path

Jeremy and David added two bluestone paths—one
leading from the front door to the street and a second,
perpendicular path (pictured above) connecting the entry
and driveway. “The idea was that one walkway is used by
guests and the other by David every day,” Jeremy says.
He created a less formal, graphic look by leaving spaces
between the stones and filling them with sod.

get the look

Door shutters:
Combination premium
Try these modern updates with a classic, timeless feel. cedar shutters, custom
sizes and finishes, from
$600/pair; timberlane.com

Siding paint:
Zinc (14-20) and
Shutter and
fence paint:
Arrowroot (29-32);
prattandlambert.com

Front gate: Gate Style #25, clear, dry,
vertical-grain Western red cedar with interlocking
mortise-and-tenon joinery, custom configurations
and finishes, from $1,200; prowellwoodworks.com
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Shingle siding: Craftsman Cedar
Shingle Panel, Keyway Style, clear,
vertical-grain Western red cedar,
8-foot panels available in three
exposures and natural or prestained,
from $4.55/sq. ft.; shakertown.com
love it? get it! page 137

Top: Laurey W. Glenn, styling: matthew gleason (2); Paint and shingles: Ralph anderson, styling: Caroline Cunningham; gate: courtesy prowell woodworks; shutter: courtesy timberlane
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